
New 
Collection 
Bright, colorful and intergenerational, 
our collection this year honors all 
generations of women who share 
strong values; those for whom 
transmission is important as well as 
more conscious consumption habits.

Ideal for a 
modern and 
sporty look !

SPRING SUMMER 2023SPRING SUMMER 2023



Inspired by the 70’s and the 
aesthetics of mountain, sailing and 
sea equipment, we had fun 
associating raffia with the details 
and colors of these different
worlds. Exclusive knits, flowers, 
nets, technical cords and marine 
knots make up our new models 
Atacama, Boby, Marseille, Miro or 
the impressive Mamabe!

INSPIRATIONSMORE 
RESPONSIBLE

BOLD & FUN



Azalée, the scarf in silk twill with floral print
created by Sebastien Sans-Arcidet.  

It's the perfect little accessory to make a
unique look, in the hair, tied to the neck or to
the bag, for all personalities.

The combination of modern digital printing
with the historical know-how of the silk
industry in Lyon.

We have chosen to adapt our scarf sizes to the
width of the fabric for a zero waste confection. 

NEW: THE SCARF 

AZALÉE



MARSEILLE, the pretty two-tone bob made of 
natural raffia crochet in openwork mesh. Easy 
to wear, and matching your favorite baskets of 
the season it will easily complete your outfits!

PERRY, the beach scarf in cotton gauze, fringed 
edges and embroidery Sans Arcidet.

MIRO, a little bag made of natural raffia and its
cylindrical leather base is decorated with floral 
motifs and raffia picots to put it down without 
damaging it!

NEW IN!



ATACAMA

Samuel, 
the stylist 
and creator



MAMABE Combine sizes,
Match colors !

RIVER



GEORGES
Birds of a 
feather flock 
together

GISELLE



COCO
Already 
the most 
trendy!



BORIS

He's back 
again!



CAMINO

Trendy, 
modern 
and fun!BALAGAN



SUMMERTIME

Do you do.. 
Sans-Arcidet ! 

NIL



MIAMI

NEW ! 
The colorful 
basket



BEBY
Iconic,
Since 2000

CAMINO



SAM
You 
already 
know them!

ANUANUA



98% less leather
this season

ConsciousInnovative



Sans-Arcidet wishes to encourage and
contribute to the building of a more eco- 
conscious future.

A new, more responsible approach to our 
business by using materials that are more 
animal-friendly, sustainable, innovative and 
have the least possible impact on the 
environment.

FUTURE IS NOW!

Myriam, the 
co-founder 
and her 
daughter



The models : Armelle, Karina, Lydie and her daughter, Shirel and Rose.

Sebastien Sans-Arcidet that illustrated the scarves. 

The Sans-Arcidet team from Paris : Sam & Marion.

The Sans-Arcidet team from Madagascar : Corinne, Samuel, Coline and 
all our craftswomen and men.

Loud Vibes team : Caroline, Chris and Thaïs

The production team : Marine, Adem, Clémentine and Top Talents.

THANKS TO


